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A pair of doubly diagonal or~hogotlal l tin squares of order n, DDOLS(n), is a pair of 
orthogonal latin squares of order n with the property that each square has a transversal on both 
the front diagonal (the cells {(i,i):l<-i<~n}) and the back diagonal (the cells 
{(i,n+l-i):l~i<~n}). We show that for all n except n=2, 3, 6, 10, 12, 14, 15. 18 and 26, 
there exists a pair of DDOLS(n). Obviously these do not exist when n = 2, 3 and 6. 
1. Introduction 
A pair of doub!y diagonal orthogonal latin squares of order n, denote J 
DDOLS(n) ,  is a pair of orthogonal latin squares of order n with the property that 
each square has a transversal on both the front diagonal (the cells {(i, i): l~<i <~ n}) 
and the back diagonal (the cells {(i, n + 1 - i): 1 ~< i ~< n}). 
Several authors [3, 5, 7, 8, 9, 12, 14, 15] have looked at the problem of 
constructing pairs of DDOLS(n)  for all n I> 7. Note that the squares do not exist 
for orders n = 2, 3, 6, and are trivially constructed for orders n = 1, 4, 5. Prior to 
1980 essentially two steps has been made towards solving the problem. Gergely 
[5] had remarked (in the framework of a stronger esult) that a pair of DDOLS(n)  
existed for all n a multiple of 4, and for all odd n except perhaps when 3 [ n and 
9 X n. However this ~:as alreacly known to several authors (see [12] for example). 
The second step was the idea of using the singular direct product due to Sade, and 
modifications of it [7, 8, 9, 12]. 
Quite recently Wallis and Zhu [14] have shown, using the singular direct 
product and a generalization of a result of Zhu, that a pair of DDOLS(n)  exist for 
all n > 1074 and that there were at most 135 orders for which they did not exist. 
(The best bound previously known was that due to Crampin and Hilton [3] who 
had shown that a pair of DDOLS(n)  exist for all n > 232 782 850.) Wallis and 
Zhu [15] in a later paper then showed that their bound could be improved to 
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n > 458 with at most 75 exceptions. To do this they used constructions based on 
i',roup divisible designs. 
In this paper we plan to use variations of Sade's singular direct product 
combined with a confluence of the ideas in Mullin's indirect product [13] and 
Wilson's [16] short proof of the Bose, Shrikhande and Parker result [1] in order 
to prove: 
Theorem. For all n~>7, n¢:10, 12, 14, 15, 18, 26 there exists a pair of 
DDOLS(n). 
For the proof we shall need the notation, definitions, and preliminary results as 
pres.ented in this section. In Section 2 we shall give the basic constructions to be 
em~,loyed and in Section 3 we shall show how to apply them to obtain the desired 
result. Rather than just look at the 72 feasible orders left unconstructed by WaUis 
and Zhu wc shall construct he squares for all n ~.", (rood 4) aad for all n-=0 
(mod 3); as after describing the basic constructions this takes ,'erv little work. 
The reader is referred to the book [4] by D~nes and Keedwell ~'or all definitions 
not /~:iven here. 
A ~elf-orthogonal l tin square A of order n. denoted SOLS(n), is a !atin square 
of order n which is orthogonal to its transpose, A "r. Obviously, it,,. front diagonal 
is a transversal. Given an SOLS(n) A we denote by A* and ; ,xr),  the pair of 
ortho,~onal latin squares obtained by applying the permutation 
i~ . . . . .  
n t l  - 1 
to the columns of A and A r. Notice that now A* and ,A~') * have a transversal on 
their b,ack diagonal. 
I~mma 1,1 (Brayton, Coppersmith and Hoffman [2]'. There exists an SOLS(n) 
for all n>~4, n~6. 
We shall say that an SOLS(n) is based on the elements t;t an n-set 3"= 
{ I, 2 . . . . .  n} if these are the elements in the square. 
A pair of k-incomplete orthogonal latin squares of order n, denoted IOLS(n, k), 
k~(} and each based on St'U~" where ,~={1,2  . . . . .  n-k}  and ~= 
{x~. x: . . . . .  xk }, is a pair of order n latin arrays, ortho~onal as latin squares except 
for a common empty k x k subarray which results in ::he loss of all ordered 13airs 
from ~ .< ~ in the rows and colunms of the subarray no element from • occurs. 
(A more detailed description is given in [13] in which these are referred t,3 as 
incomplete arrays.) We shall always assume that the k x k subarray is in the lc,wer 
right and that the elemcr~ts missing from here are those of ,~. Notice that we allow 
k = 0 and that if there exists a pair of IOLS(n, 0), then there also exists a pa~r of 
IOI_,S(n, I ). 
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~m, ,  1.~ (Bose, Shrikhande and Parker !1]). For all n ~ 2, 6 there exists a pair 
o[ IOLS(n, 0) and hence a pair of IOLS0 ,  !). 
1.3 (Horton [10, I1] and Heinrich [6]). For all n >i6 there exists a pair of 
IOLS(n, 2). 
A sei[-orthogonal k-incomplete latin square A of order n, based on 5eU~ 
where S¢={1,2 . . . . .  n-k}  and ~={x~,x2 . . . .  ,x~}, is such that A and A I 
constitute a pair of IOLS(n, k). We denote such a square by SIOLS(n, k). Clearly 
an SIOLS(n, k) has the property that cells {(i, i): l<~i ~< n -k}  contains each of the 
elements of ,5". We remark that an SIOLS(n, 0) is an SOLS(n). 
Lemu~ 1.4. There exists an SIOLS(n, 2) [or n = 7° 9, 10, I 1, 13, 28. 
Proo|.  Let the SIOLS(n, 2), n=7,9 ,10 ,  11, 1.3, be denoted A =(a~). Having 
specified the elements atl,  al2, •. •, a~.n-2, at.,,-1, al.,, ~md a,,.-t.i, a,,.i we deter- 
mine the entire square by the followi:.lg algorithm; throughout which all calcula- 
tions (including those performed on i,:dices) are performed modulo n -  2 on the 
residues 1,2 . . . . .  n -2 .  Let i , j~Se={1,2  . . . . .  n -2} .  If a~.~,_~e~={x~,x2}, 
then a~j = a,-t.~-~; otherwise a~i = a~_~.j_~+ 1. Let i~  ~ and i e{n-  1, n}. Then 
a~j = a~_,.~ + 1. Finally, let i c {n - t, n} and j ~ ~. Then a~i = a~.i- ~ -F 1. 
We must now specify these elemen.:s. 
n=7:  (alt . . . . .  at7;a61, aTl)=(1, xl, x2 ,2 ,4 ,3 ,5 ;2 ,3) ,  
n=9:  (a t l  . . . . .  atg; aal, a91)=(1,xl, x2,5,7,2, ' l ,  3,6; 6,7), 
n=10:  (all . . . . .  aLlo;agl, ato. i)=(l ,3, x l ,6 ,4,  x2,2 ,5 ,7 ,8 ;5 ,7) ,  
n=l l :  (a t l  . . . . .  at.ll;ato.l, a l t . I )=( l ,3 ,5 ,7 ,9 ,2 ,6 ,  xl, x : ,4 ,8;8 ,7) ,  
n=13:  (al~ . . . . .  a,.~3;a~.~,a~3.t)=(1,4,8,3,6,10,2, l l ,y .~,x~,9,5,7;9,8).  
One can check that the resulting arrays are ~he required SIOLS(n, 2). 
To construct the array for n=28 we first construct an SOLS(4) and an 
SOLS(7). Call these A and B respectively. Form ~he direct product B x A and 
replace the order 7 subsqu,~.re in the lower right with an SIOLS(7, 2) based on the 
same elements. A suitable relabeiling results in an SIOLS(28, 2) based on 
SgU~. [] 
In fact we can construct an SIOLS(t~,2) for all n~>7 except for n = 
8, 15, 17, 19, 20, 21. Since we only require the result stated in Lemma 1.4 we 
shall not bother with these other orders. 
Given an SIOLS(n, k) A based on ~U~,  we denote by A'  and (A~'  the pair 
of IOLS(n, k) obtained by applying the permutation 
( 1 2 n-k  n - .k+l  nn) 
n -k  n -k -1  1 n - . .k+l  
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to the columns of A and A T respectively. Note that now cells {(i, n - k + ! - i): 
1 <~ i ~< n-  k} contain each of the elements of 9 o exactly once. 
Let ,~ be a k- incomplete latin square based on 9OU~; where if k =0,  ~=0 
and A is in fact a latin square. We denote by (A, b) a copy of A in which each 
element s~S ° is replaced by the new element (s, b). The elements of • are 
unchanged. 
2. Basic constructions 
We now present hree new constructions for pairs ot DDOLS(n) .  The reader 
will see in each case that the constructions are in fact special cases of more 
general results. Since these special cases are sufficient fo: our purposes there is no 
need to discuss the more general results now. 
Theorem 2.1. Given an SOLS(a),  a pair o[ IOLS(a + k,, k~), 1 ~ i c-: 2 ~ - 2, e ~> 2, 
k,>~O, and a pair of DDOLS(b)  where b=-z,,=xv2"-2k, there exists a pair o[ 
DDOLS(o2 ~ + b). 
Prooi .  Consider the sei of 2 ~-  1, e~2,  mutually or::hogonai latin squares of 
order 2" obtained from the Galois plane of that or(.er and ba.'ed on the set 
= {I, 2 . . . . .  2~}. As is easily seen (Gergely [5]) exactly one of these squares, M, 
ha:- both a constan': front and back diagonal. Let M~ a:ld M2 be an) two distinct 
squares in this set which are different from M. Clearly ~ and M.2 fo: a a pair of 
I)DOLSt2~). Moreover, they have a set of 2 e -2  distinct comm~,q transversals, 
"/'t, 1", . . . . .  "/'2-.-2, each of which avoids both the front and back 6mgonals. 
Let A~ (A~= A2) be an SOLS(a) based on the set M={I ,2  . . . . .  a}. Let K~ 
and K~ he a pair of IOLS(a + k, k,), 1 ~ i ~< 2 e - 2, /q >1 (,, based on ~ U ~ where 
Let B~ and B. be a pair of DDOLS(b) ,  b =-?- . i "  ki, t?ased on ~ = U?=l ~-  We 
shall now ctmstruct a pair of DDOLS(a2"+b) ,  N~ and Nz, bpst;d on the set 
(~ x.,f4) U ~. 
To construct N i, begin with Mi, 1 <~j~<2, and replace each cell in M i with an 
a x a array labelled by the element in that cell. Add a further b rows to the 
bottom of thc array and b columns to the right. (The array is now (a2" +b)x  
(a2" ÷ b).) Replace the arrays corresponding to the fronl (back) diagonal in N i with 
copics of (A~, m) ((zk~, m)), where m is the label of the array being replaced. 
Now,  rcplace the arrays corresponding Io T~, 1~<i~<2"-2,  and the rows and 
COIuII~IIS 
i I i . - I  i 
,,2 E k,+ 1,a2 + E k,+2 . . . . .  a2"+ E k,, 
i=1  i ; t  i= l  
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with (K I, m) where m is again the label of the array being replaced. In the lower 
right b x b array insert a cop) of B~. Finally, applying the permutation 
1 2 a2 "-t a2"-~ + 1 a2"-~ +2 
t r= 1 2""a2  ~-~ a2~-~+b+l  a2" -~+b+2 ' ' "  
a2 ~ a2~+l  a2"+2 . a2"+b \ 
a2,+b a2" -~+l  a2 , -~+l  "" a2,-*+b) 
to the rows and columns of the arrays so far constructed results in a pair of 
DDOLS(a2  * + b), Nt and N2. The verification of this is quite straightforward. []  
Example 2.2. Set e = 2, a = 5, kt = g2 = 2 and construct a pair of DDOLS(24). To 
construct a pair of DDDOLS(48),  set e=3,  a=5 and k t=k2=k3-~k4=2,  
ks = k6 = 0; and to construct a pair of DDOLS(60), set e = 3, a = 7, and kt = k2 = 
2, k a . . . . . .  k 6 = 0. All three constructions rely on Lemma 1.3 and Theorem 2.1. 
Theorem 2.3. Given a pair of DDOLq(2a) ,  an SOLS(b), an SIOLS(b +2, 2) and 
an SOLS(b + 2), there exists a pair of DDOLS(2ab + 2). 
Prool.  Let M~ and ME be a pair nf DDOLS(2a)  based on the set ~= 
{1,2 . . . . .  2a}. Let B1 (BT=B2) be an SOLS(b) based on the set ~--- 
{1, 2 . . . . .  b}. Let C1 (C~ = C2) be an SIOLS(b + 2, 2) based on the set ~ = ~ t3~, 
where ~={x l ,  x2}. Let Dt (D'~=D2) be an SOLS(b+2)  also based on qg. We 
shall construct a pair of DDOLS(2ab + 2), Nl and N2, based on (~ × d,/) t.J ~. 
Begin with M i and replace each cell with a b × b array labelled by the element 
of that cell. Add two new rows and columns, 2ab + 1 and 2ab + 2. (We now have 
an array of order 2ab + 2.) Replace the arrays corresponding to the front diagonal 
cells of M r and the two new rows and columns with a copy of (C~, m) where rn is 
the label of the array being replaced. Replace all other arrays with copies of 
(B*, m) where again m is the label of the array being replaced. Next, replace the 
lower right (b + 2) × (b + 2) array (which at the moment contains a copy of (Cj, m)) 
with a copy of (D~, m), where m is the element in cell (2a, 2a) of M~, with the 
property that cells (b + 1, b + 2) and (b + 2, iJ ~- 1) contain the elements of ~. (The 
elements of Dj can always be relabelled so that this is so.) 
Finally, permute the rows and columns according to the permutation 
(1 2 2ab + l 2ab + 2) 
~:= 2 3""2ab+2 1 
to complete to N i. Again the verification ir left to the reader. []  
Example 2,4, In this example we shall show how to apply Theorem 2.4 to obtain 
pairs of DDOLs(n)  for n = 22, 30, 34, 42, 46, 58. We shall employ the comments 
at the start of Theorem 2.1 and Lemmas 1 1 and 1.4. F'or n = 22 set a = 2, b = 5; 
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for n=30set  a=2,  b='T ; fo r  n=34set  a=2,  b=8; fc rn=42set  a=4,  b=5;  
for n=46 set a=2,  b= 11, and for n=58 set a=4,  b- -7 .  
~aeorem 2.5. Given a pair of DDOLS(b),  b odd, b <- 2c. - 1, for some odd prime 
power a ~ 5, an SIOLS(9.2), an SOLS(8) and a pair of I)DOLS(8), there exists a 
pair of DDOLS(Ta + b). 
l[~'oot. Ctmsider the set of a -  1 mutually orlhogonal atin squares of order a 
obtained from the Galois plane of that order and based on the set ~= 
{ 1,2 . . . . .  a}. As noted by Gergely [5] exactly one of these squares has constant 
front diagonal and exactly one has constant back diagoral. Select any other two 
squares P~ and P:, from the set, where P~ and P, are d~stinct. Now, using 
1 2 ½(a+l) ~(a+3) ~(a+5) a ) 
= ~(a+l)  ~l ,a+3)""  a 1 2 " "~(a - l )  
permute the rows and columns in each square; obtaining Mt and M2. These 
.,:quares have a common ~:ransversal on the front diagonal, a commoa transversal T
consisting of the cells {(i, a-- i ) :  l<~i<~a}, and a furthe- a -1  distiqct common 
transversals T, 1 <~i<~a .- 1, all of which are disjoint frown one an¢'~thcr and from 
the front diagonal. 
Let A~ and A2 be a pair of DDOLS(7) constructed as above and l-ased on the 
.set ,~4 = {1,2 . . . . .  7}. Let B~ ((B't) r=  B~) be an SIOL~;(9, 2) ba.,~cd c., ~U~,  
where R °, = {x.,~, x,,, t}, 1 ~<i ~<½(b - 1). Let C~ (C] '= C2) be an SOI_S(8~ based on 
• dU{xl} and with xt in .:eli (8, 8). Let Dt end D:, be a Fair of DI')c )LS(b) based 
on the elements ff'=(Ijl'Yo]n/zff',)Ll{x~}. Now relabel th.~se so tb it xt is in cell 
(~(b + 1), ~,(b + 1)) and apply the permutation 
1 2 . . .~(b - l )  ~(b+l)  ~(b+3) . . .  t "~ 
}(b+3) ~(b+5~ b 1 )- ~b+l )  / 
to the rows and cohmms; so constructing E= and E2, a pair of o~thogonal latin 
squares of order b with ~4 transversal St on the froat diagonal, anti a transversal Sz 
consisting of the cells {(i. b+2-  i'): l<~i ~<b}. Using these we can construct Nj and 
N,. a pair of DDOLS(7a +b) based on (M ×al, )Uff'. 
'1"o construct N, replace each cell of M i with a 7x 7 array labelled with the 
element of that cell. Add a further b rows to the botto:n and b columns to the 
right of the array resulting in an array of order 7a + b. Using row and column 
7a + 1 replace each of the arrays of the front diagonal with a copy of (C~, m), 
where m is the label of the array being replaced. Next, using rows m~d columns 
7a + 2i and, 7a + 2i + 1 re, place the arrays corresponding to the cells of transversal 
T~ with appropriate copies of ((B~i) ', m). Replace every other a x a array with a 
copy of (A i, m), where m is the label of the array. Finally, insert E, into the lower 
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right order b array and apply the permutation 
1 2 ,I-(7a - 7) ½(7a- 5) ½(7a - 3) 
~= ~(b+l)  ½(b+3)" '½(7a+b) -4  ~(7a+b)+5 ½(7a+b)+6 
7a -7  7a--6 7a -5  
• . ° 
7a+½(b-1)+l  ½(7a+b) -3  2(Ta+b)- -2  
7a+l  7a+2 7a+3 7a+½(b+ 1) 
½(7a+b)+4 1 2 2~(b- 1) 
7a -,- ½(b + 3) 7a+~(b+5) . . .7a+b'~ 
7a +~(b +3) 7a +½(b+5) 7a+b/  
to the rows and colunms. 
It can be verified that the arrays Na and N~ so constructed are indeed a pair of 
DDOLS(7a + b). [ ]  
Example 2.6. Setting a = 7 and b = 5 in Theorem 2.5 we can construct a pair of 
DDOLS(54). 
The first of our next two theorems is simply the well-known direct product 
construction. The proof is trivial. 
Theorem 2.7. Given a pair o[ DDOLS(a ), and a pair of DDOLS(b), there exists a 
pair o[ DDOLS(ab).  
The next construction is essenlially Construction 2 of Hilton 17]; the proof of 
which is therefore omitted. 
Theorem 2.8. Given a pair of DDOLS(a),  ,1 odd, an SOLS(b), an SI ')LS(b + 
c, c) atwl a pair of DDOLS(b ÷ ,'), there exists a pair of DDOLS(ab + c). 
Example 2.9. If in Theorem 2.8 we set a =: b = 7 and c = 1 we can construct a pair 
of DDOLS(50); and setting a = 5, b =4 and c = 1 we can construct ;, pair of 
DDOLS(21). 
3. Applications 
We are now ready to prove the main result as stated in the introduction. This 
will follow from the next three theorems. 
Theorem 3A (Gergely [5]). There exists a pair of DDOLS(n) for n= 
P~t'P~ . . . .  p~, p~ prime, e~ a non-negative integer, and tJ~,~>4. 
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Theorem 3.2,. There exists ,z pair of DDOLS(n)  for n -~2 Cmod 4), n~ 2, 6, except 
perhaps for n = 10, 14, 18, .7:6. 
Proof. We shall consider the eight residue classes of n n todulo 32; n ~2,  6, 10, 
14. 18, 22, 26, 30. Suppose first that n=32p+2q where p>~4, p~6 and 
2q = 30, 34, 42, 46, 50 or 5& Using Theorem 2.1 with Lemmas 1.1, 1.2, 1.3 and 
the examples of Section 2, we set e=5,  a =p and k l=k2 . . . . . .  k, =2,  kq+t = 
kq,, . . . . .  k3o = 0 and so produce a pair of DDOLS(n).  Now when 2q = 6 or 22, 
wc simply set n = 16p+22,  p>~4, p¢6  and then again apply Theorem 2.1 with 
e = 4, a = p and k ~ = k2 . . . . .  k t~ = 2, k~2 = k t3 = k t4 = 0. Notice that the pairs of 
DDOLS(b) required by Theorem 2. I are supplied in the examples. 
Of course many values of n - -2  (rood4) are not :overed by the above 
constr~ctions. These are easily deduced to be n = 2, 6, 10, 14, 18, 26, 38, 54, 62, 
66. 70, 74, 78, 82, 90, 94, 98 ;06, 11.0. 114, 118, 122, 126, 130, 138, 142, 146, 
15,!, 222, 226. 234, 238, 242, 250. Ea,:h of these except n = 10, '.4. 18, 26 will 
now be dealt ,vith. 
biJ,cc there do not exist pairs of orthogonal latin squares of otdefs 2 and 6, 
Ihere certainly do not exist pairs of DDOLS(2) or DDOLS(6). For n := 38, 66, 
106, 122 pairs of DDOLC(n' , can bc constructed fi(Jm "lheorem 2.3. along with 
Theorem 3.1 and Lemmas 1.1 and 1.4. For n = 38, set a = 2 and b :~ 9" for n = 66, 
sc ta=4andb=8; fo r  n=106,  set a=2andb=26;andforn= 122, se ta=12 
and b ::-5, and use ihe DDOLS(24) of Example 2.2. To constracl a pair of 
DDOLS(78) we use Theorem 2.8 (assisted by Theorem 3.1 and Le:n,~d 1.1 with 
the comment that an SIOLS(n. 1) is equivalent to an SO1.2;(n)). Simol3 set a = 11, 
b : 7 and c = 1. One more special case must be considered; that e J; = 118. To 
construct a pair of DDOLS( I I8)  use Theorem 2.1 with tee app~op,'iate l mma 
and example. Set e = 3. a = 12 and k~ = k2 . . . . .  k.~ = 4, ,k6 = 2. Notice that to do 
this wc also require a pair of IOLS(16, 4). However this is easily constructed by 
deleting the lower right order 4 subarray in each of the product st;u:zres A~ x A~ 
;.rod Az × A,  where A~ and A,  are a pai:t- of orthogonal latin square, of order 4. 
All remaining values of n, ,except n = 10, 14. 18, 26 a-e to be c-~nstrueted as
indicated in the following table by the use of Theorem 2.5 and q~.worem 3.I. 
n 54 62 70 74 82 90 94 98 110 114 126 130 138 142 146 
~ 7 7 9 9 11 11 11 13 13 13 IT 17 17 17 17 
/~ 5 13 7 11 5 13 17 7 19 23 ~ 11 19 23 27 
p~ 154 222 226 234 2313 242 250 
a I 0 29 29 29 2!~ 31 29 
t~ 21 19 23 31 3'; 25 47 
Notice that for n = 154 we must also use Example 2?). []  
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Theorem 3.3. There exists a pair of DDOLS(n) [or n --0 (mod 3), n ~ 3, 6, except 
perhaps for ~t = 12, 15, 18 
Proof. Suppo:~e first that n is an odd multiple of three. Then n =-3, 9, 15 or 
21 (mod 24). In the next three constructions we apply "Iheorem 2.1, along with 
Theorem 3.1 and Lemmas 1.1, 1.2, 1.3. When n=24p+3=8(3p-1)+l l  and 
p>~3 we set e=3,  a=3p-1  and k t=k2 . . . . .  ks=2,  k6=l .  When n= 
24p+IS=8(3p+l )+7 and p~2 we set e=3,  a=3p+l  and k~=k2=k3=2,  
k , ,= l ,  ks=k~,=0.  Finally, when n=129p+9=4(3p+2)+l  and p~2 we set 
e=2,  a=3p+2 and k~= 1, k2=o. The values of n not covered either by the 
above, the examples or Theorem 3.1 are n = 3, 15, 39, 51. Clearly there is no pair 
of DDOLS(3I.  We now give constructions for pairs of DDOLS(39) and 
DI2"OLS(51). For the first of these we use Theorem 2.1 with the appropriate lemmas 
or examples and set e =3,  a =4 and kt = kz =: k3=2,  k4 = 1, ks = k~,=0. For the 
second (again with appropriate lemmas or examples) we apply Theorem 2.8 with 
a=b=7 andc=2.  
This leaves us with n an even multiple .ff three. Except for ~ = 6, 12, 18 
repeated applications of Theorem 2.7 e~table u.~; to conslruct alt remaining pairs of 
DDOLS(n)  in this clas~. We can ignore ~he case when n ~-: 2 (mod 4) as these have 
already been considered in Theorem 3.2. Using the pairs of DDOLS(4), 
DDOLS(24) and DDOLS(48) previously constructed in Theorem 3. I and Exam- 
ple 2.2, we can construct a pair of DDOLS(3.2 ~) for e~3.  Similarly, using that 
pair of DDOLS(4), and the paiL's of DDOLS(30) and DDOLS(60) constructed in 
Examples 2.4 and 2.2 we can cot~,struct a pair of DDOLS(15.2 ") for e ~2.  Thus 
writing n=3.2" .p ,  e>~2 and p~3,  p-Tt:5 odd, we again use Theorem 2.7 with 
a = 2" and b = 3p to construct a pair of DDOLS(n). The only orders of n not 
covered are n = 6, 12, 18 and of course there is no pair of DDOLS(6). []  
Theorem 3.4. "/here exists a pair o[ DDOI_,S(n) for all n except n = 2, 3, 6, 10, 12, 
14, 15, 18, 26. For n = 2, 3, 6 there is no such pair o[ :;quares. 
l%oof. The proof follows immcdi,'-~tely from Theorems 3.1, 3.2 and 3.3. []  
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